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Name of the authorsDr. Thomas Frank, Dr. K. Bernert, K. PahlerAÆliation / Adress of orresponding authorEnglish translation of aÆliation see header information.Adress : Tehnishe Universit�at ChemnitzFakult�at f�ur Mashinenbau und VerfahrenstehnikForshungsgruppe Mehrphasenstr�omungenDr. Th. FrankReihenhainer Stra�e 7009107 Chemnitz, Germanyemail : frank�imeh.tu-hemnitz.deTel.: +49 (371) 531 46 43Fax : +49 (371) 531 46 44AbstratDisperse multiphase ows are very ommon for proesses in mehanial and thermal proesstehnology (e.g. gas{partile or gas{droplet ows, oal ombustion, pneumati onveying, erosionphenomena). Furthermore proesses for the separation of solid partiles from gases or uids andfor the lassi�ation and partile size analysis are an important �eld of interest in proesstehnology. Already a single phase ow alulation and more than ever the phase{ouplediterative predition of disperse two phase ows is very time{onsuming and leads to high demandsin omputer ressoures. E�etive numerial algorithms as well as the power of parallel omputingsystems are needed to solve real problems from engineering.The paper deals with di�erent methods for the eÆient parallelization of Eulerian{Lagrangianapproah whih is widely used for the predition of disperse gas{partile or gas{droplet ows.The presented results are based on the 3{dimensional Eulerian{Lagrangian approah developedby the researh group of the authors over the last few years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, where trajetories ofa large number of partiles/droplets are alulated from the equations of motion of the dispersephase along with the ontinuity, momentum and turbulene model equations of the uid phase.



The parallelization methods are developed for parallel omputers of MIMD arhitetureslike e.g. Cray{T3D/E or lusters of workstations (COW's). Parallelization of the �nite volumesolution algorithm of SIMPLE kind for the set of ontinuity, Navier{Stokes and turbulenemodel equations is arried out by appliation of a domain deomposition method to the blokstruture of the numerial grid as proposed by Peri� et al. in [8, 7, 6℄ . Distribution of grid anduid ow data over proessors of the parallel mahine allows the arrangement of multiple gridbloks / domains on the same proessor node. In order to aelerate the uid ow preditionMulti{Grid method has been introdued to the solution proedure. Furthermore the resultsshow a satisfying eÆieny of the parallelization of the numerial algorithm, whih is based onexplizit message passing using MPI as parallelization paradigm.For the Lagrangian solution algorithm two di�erent parallelization methods are investigatedand ompared with eah other. The �rst method is based on a stati domain deomposition(SDD) approah and the same distributed storage of the grid and uid ow data as used bythe grid partitioning method of the Navier{Stokes solver. One a grid blok of the numerialgrid is assigned to a proessor node of the parallel omputer this assignement is stati andremains unhanged for the whole alulation proess. Eah node proess alulates partiletrajetory segments and soure term ontributions on the grid bloks assigned to this proessornode. Partile state at the interfae to a neighbouring grid blok is submitted to a host/masterproess and is then redistributed to the appropriate proessor node for ontinuation of thealulation proess.In the seond parallelization method | the so{alled Dynami Domain Deomposition(DDD) | a dynami load balaning has been introdued to the numerial algorithm. The�rst lass of proesses { the so-alled serviing nodes { use again the distributed storage of thegrid and uid ow data as in the previous method. An additionally introdued seond lassof proesses { the so-alled alulating nodes { performe the alulation of partile trajetorysegments and soure term ontributions on a ertain number of grid bloks. But in ontrast tothe �rst method a alulating proess is no longer limited to alulations on a �xed part of thenumerial grid. These alulating proesses are able to obtain grid and uid ow data neessaryfor further partile phase alulation dynamially during alulation time.The main advantages of this dynami domain deomposition approah are :� dynami work load distribution among the proessors of the parallel mahine; work loadbalaning is e�etive even on heterogenuous omputer systems like eg. workstation lusterswith di�erent omputational power of proessor nodes;� independene of the algorithm performane from the subdivision of the numerial grid intogrid bloks,� independene of the algorithm performane from the ow regime (e.g. phase separation,di�erenes in onentration distribution of the dispersed phase, loal ourene of strongpartile{wall interation).The parallelizationmethods are implemented using standard message passing libraries (PVM,MPI) for portability. For two given test ases results of performane evaluations are given for al-ulations on a massively parallel luster of workstations (COW) with up to 512 proessor nodes.The presented results show, that omputation time for the Eulerian{Lagrangian approah an besubstantialy dereased by using the dynami domain deomposition (DDD) method in ompari-son with the ommonly used stati domain deomposition approah. For one of the investigatedtest ases less than 40% of the omputation time of the SDD method has been required withthe DDD method on a moderate parallel system with 12 proessing nodes. The omputationtime has been redued to less than 9% of the exeution time on a single proessor (serial exeu-tion) whih orresponds to a speed{up of 11.2 and a parallel eÆieny of the DDD method ofabout 0.93. This very high parallel eÆieny will lead to a very good sale{up of the developedparallelization method on even larger parallel MIMD systems.
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